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Inf. Air Leakage [% mass flow of FGAS] 
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S41!F%6)%;&1(!(4*<$!)$!+)8961!@>@!%61!21+)$12!%(!+*&&*<(g!! _i!b!,1671$3%81!*+!617)679&%3)*$!+&*<!&1%E)$8!%76*((!341!#,[>!! -!b!,1671$3%81!*+!+&91!8%(!2)F16312!3*!617)679&%3)*$!(361%:>!! j!I!W*&1(!*+!G@!)$!341!*='81$!(361%:!516!:*&1!*+!/%6;*$B!/B!)$!341!7*%&>!! k!I!W*&1(!*+!G@!)$!341!)$+)&36%3)*$!%)6!(361%:!516!:*&1!*+!/!)$!341!7*%&>!! %!I!W*&1(!*+!#6!)$!341!+&91!8%(!2)6173&'!%+316!;*)&16!516!:*&1!*+!/!)$!341!7*%&>!! 7!I!W*&1(!*+!/G@!)$!341!+&91!8%(!2)6173&'!%+316!341!;*)&16!516!:*&1!*+!/!)$!341!7*%&>!! <!I!W*&1(!*+!<%316!)$!341!+&91!8%(!2)6173&'!%+316!341!;*)&16!516!:*&1!*+!/!)$!341!7*%&>!! $!I!W*&1(!*+!H@!)$!341!+&91!8%(!2)6173&'!%+316!341!;*)&16!516!:*&1!*+!/!)$!341!7*%&>!! *!I!W*&1(!*+!G@!)$!341!+&91!8%(!2)6173&'!%+316!341!;*)&16!516!:*&1!*+!/!)$!341!7*%&>!! (!I!W*&1(!*+!?G@!)$!341!+&91!8%(!2)6173&'!%+316!341!;*)&16!516!:*&1!*+!/!)$!341!7*%&>!
!A"!
! lN)R!I!W*&1(!*+!%$!)$2)F)29%&!7*:5*$1$3!)$!341!617)679&%3)*$!(361%:B!516!:*&1!*+!/>!! !(!I!,1671$3!*+!?G@!:*&I+&*<!61:*F12!)$!341!LeV>!! !! S41!61%73%$3!(361%:(!)$3*!341!7*:;9(3)*$!74%:;16!%61!7*:56)(12!*+!341!*='81$!(361%:B!341!)$+)&36%3)*$!%)6!(361%:B!341!7*%&B!%$2!341!617)679&%3)*$!(361%:!%+316!#,[!&1%E%81!4%(!;11$!(9;36%7312>!.'!9()$8!341!,-.!7*%&!+6*:!3%;&1!@>A>AB!341!)$+)&36%3)*$!%)6!7*:5*()3)*$!+6*:!3%;&1!@>A>JB!%$2!341!*='81$!7*:5*()3)*$!+6*:!3%;&1!@>A>@B!341!+*&&*<)$8!1M9%3)*$(!+*6!341!61%73%$3(!%61!7*$(3697312g!! /*%&g!!!!!!!!!!!!/![D>XYPP!HD>DA@Q!?D>DDJY!GD>AQX!h!D>JXD"![@G! ! ! ! !!!!!!N@>"R!G='81$g!!!!!!j!NG@!h!D>DAQA!H@!h!D>DJCX!#6R!! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!N@>QR!T$+!#)6g!!!!!!!!k!NG@!h!J>Q"AP!H@!h!D>DPXQ![@GR! ! ! ! ! !!!!!N@>XR!-17)67g!!!!!!!!NAI_iRmNl%#6!h!l7/G@!h!l<[@G!h!l$H@!h!l*G@!h!l(?G@R! ! !!! !!!!!N@>PR!
#+316!341!;96$B!341!+*&&*<)$8!21+)$)3)*$!4*&2(!+*6!341!56*2973(!+*6:12g!! Le#?#+316!.*)&16!g! %!#6!h!7!/G@!h!<![@G!h!$!H@!h!*!G@!h!(!?G@! ! ! !! !!!!N@>ADR!
! #+316!5%(()$8!346*984!341!#,[B!341(1!56*2973(!%61!74%$812!291!3*!341!%22)3)*$!*+!617)679&%3)*$!&1%E%81!%76*((!341!#,[g!! Le#?!#+316!#,[!g!!! LK ! " a  + a( )Ar + LK ! " c  + c( )CO2  + LK ! " w  + w( )H2O +LK ! " n  + n( )N2  + LK ! " o  + o( )O2  + LK ! " s  + s( )SO2 !! ! !!!!N@>AAR!
! T$!:*21&)$8!341!<13!LeVB!%!():5&1!51671$3%81!*+!?G@B!7*661(5*$2)$8!3*!61:*F%&!1++)7)1$7'!*+!341!LeVB!7%$!;1!%((9:12!3*!;1!61:*F12!+6*:!341!:*&1(!*+!?G@!+&*<)$8!)$3*!341!LeV>!S4)(!61:*F%&!6%31!*+!?G@!)(!21+)$12!%(!n(>!f%316!)(!%&(*!%2212!3*!341!+&91!8%(!)$!%!<13!LeVB!4*<1F16!34)(!7%$!;1!)8$*612!+*6!341(1!%$%&'(1(!;17%9(1!341!Le#?!/**&16!%+316!341!LeV!
!AQ!




D !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!! !!!!N@>AJR!
f4161!"<!)(!341!:*&1I+6%73)*$!*+!<%316!&1%F)$8!341!7**&16B!,!)(!341!(%396%3)*$!561((961!*+!<%316!%3!341!(517)+)12!7**&16!31:516%3961B!%$2!V!)(!341!:)=3961!561((961>![*<1F16B!34)(!:*&1I+6%73)*$%&!+&*<!:9(3!$*<!;1!7*$F16312!3*!%!:*&%6!+&*<!)+!)3!)(!3*!;1!*+!;6*%216!%55&)7%3)*$!<)34!341!:*&%6!+&*<(!%2a%71$3!3*!)3>!V1+)$)$8!341!:*&1(!*+!1%74!7*:5*$1$3!516!:*&1!7%6;*$!&1%F)$8!341!7**&16!%(! !n a, c, w, n, o, s( ) B!"<!)(!21+)$12!%(!+*&&*<(g!!
!w =
!nw
!na + !nc + !nw + !nn + !no + !ns






























! a + ! c + ! n + ! o + ! s( )   or,  PD - P ! a + ! c + ! n + ! o + ! s( ) ! !! ! !!!!N@>AQR!
S4)(!1M9%3)*$!21+)$1(!341!<%316!7*1++)7)1$3!)$!341!617)679&%3)*$!+&*<B!;93!341!61:%)$)$8!+)F1!7*1++)7)1$3(!:9(3!;1!21+)$12!)$!316:(!*+!*3416!F%&91(>!S<*!1M9%3)*$(!%21M9%31&'!61561(1$3!341!7*:5&131!617)679&%3)*$!+&*<>!L)6(3B!)(!341!1M9%3)*$!216)F12!+6*:!341!1M9%3)*$!+*6!341!+&91!8%(!%+316!341!+&91!8%(!7**&16!%$2!(17*$2!)(!():5&'!341!21+)$12!1M9%3)*$!+*6!341!617)679&%3)*$!(361%:g!!-17)679&%3)*$!g!!!R ! LK ! " a  + a( )Ar + R ! LK ! " c  + c( )CO2  + R ! !nwH2O +R ! LK ! " n  + n( )N2  + R ! LK ! " o  + o( )O2  + R ! 1#$s( ) LK ! " s  + s( )SO2 !!!!!!N@>AXR!-17)679&%3)*$!g!!! ! aAr + ! cCO2  + !wH2O + ! nN2  + ! oO2  + ! sSO2  ! ! ! !!!!N@>APR!
S41(1!1M9%3)*$(!7%$!;1!1M9%312B!<4)74!(9881(3(!34%3!341!7*1++)7)1$3(!*+!1%74!:*&179&%6!7*:5*$1$3!:9(3!34161+*61!;1!1M9%&!)$!*6216!3*!(%3)(+'!7*$(16F%3)*$!*+!:%((>!S4)(!%&&*<(!#%B!#7B!#$B!%$2!#*!3*!;1!1%()&'!(*&F12!+*6>!L*6!1=%:5&1B!+*6!341!81$16)7!7*:5*$1$3!Tg!!




)*  i ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>@DR!
_133)$8!g!!!! i " R1 - R #LK ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>@AR!
!AP!
! i = " ii  for  ! a, ! c, ! n, ! o. ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>@@R!
L*6!?G@!341!1M9%3)*$(!%61!(&)843&'!2)++161$3!291!3*!341!?G@!612973)*$!%76*((!341!LeVg!!
!s "
1 - #s( ) $R
1- 1 - #s( ) $R $LK
   with,  % s = !s  s ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>@JR!
#+316!(9;(3)393)$8!341(1!61&%3)*$(!+*6!#%B!#7B!#$B!#*B!%$2!#(!)$3*!341!1M9%3)*$!+*6!#<B!1%74!F%6)%;&1!61561(1$3)$8!341!:*&%6!7*:5*$1$3!+&*<B!516!:*&1!7%6;*$B!)$!341!617)679&%3)*$!(361%:!)(!$*<!E$*<$g!!
! a = "a  a ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>@YR!
! c = "c  c ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>@CR!
!w =
P
D " P # $aa + $cc + $nn + $oo + $ss( ) ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>@"R!
! n = "n  n ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>@QR!
! o = "o  o ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>@XR!
! s = "s  s ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>@PR!
S41!617)679&%3)*$!(361%:!)$3*!341!;*)&16!7%$!$*<!;1!<6)331$!)$!316:(!*+!E$*<$!F%&91(g!!-17)67!g!!! 1-LK( ) ! "aa Ar + "cc CO2  + PD - P "aa + "cc + "nn + "oo + "ss( )H2O +















˙ m FGAS = a M Ar  +  c MCO2 +  w MH2O +  n MN2 +  o MO2 +  s MSO2 !! ! !!!!N@>JAR!
_)E1<)(1B!341!:%((!+&*<!*+!)$+)&36%3)*$!%)6!7%$!;1!+*9$2!<)34!618%62!3*!kg!!
!mInf.  Air  =  ! MO2  + 3.7619 MN2  + 0.0987 MH2O( ) ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>J@R!_133)$8!g!!! "  MO2  + 3.7619 MN2  + 0.0987 MH2O ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>JJR!
!mInf.  Air  =  !"# ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>JYR!
V1+)$)$8!341!F%6)%;&1B!THLB!3*!;1!341!51671$3%81!*+!341!+&91!8%(!:%((!+&*<!34%3!)(!&1%E)$8!;'!<%'!*+!341!)$+)&36%3)*$!%)6!(361%:B!%!(17*$2!1M9%3)*$!+*6! !mInf.  Air !7%$!;1!+*9$2!+6*:!341!1M9%3)*$!+*6! !mFGAS g!!
!mInf.  Air = INF ! a  MAr  + c MCO2  + w MH2O  + n MN2  + o MO2  + s MSO2( ) ! ! !!!!N@>JCR!
.'!1M9%3)$8!34)(!1M9%3)*$!<)34!341!+)6(3!1M9%3)*$!+*6! !mInf.  Air B!k!7%$!;1!1%()&'!(*&F12!+*6!)$!316:(!*+! !mFGAS B!$B!%$2!THLg!!
! = INF
"
# a  MAr  + c MCO2  + w MH2O  + n MN2  + o MO2  + s MSO2( ) ! ! ! !!!!N@>J"R!
#+316!+)$2)$8!341!61&%3)*$(!%;*F1B!341!+*96!1M9%3)*$(!+*6!341!61%73%$3(!7%$!;1!61I<6)331$!%(g!! /*%&g!!!!!!!!!!C H0.8499 N0.0127 S0.0034 O0.178 + 0.3806 H2O ! ! ! ! !!!!!!N@>"R!G='81$g!!!  
 
! O2 +  0.0171 N2 +  0.0358 Ar( ) ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!N@>QR!
T$+>!#)6g!!!!! INF! " a  MAr  + c MCO2  + w MH2O  + n MN2  + o MO2  + s MSO2( ) "
O2  + 3.7619 N2  + 0.0987 H2O( )
! ! !!!!N@>JQR!
!@A!
-17)67g!!!!!! 1-LK( ) ! "aa Ar + "cc CO2+ PD - P "aa  + "cc + "nn + "oo + "ss( )H2O +










S41!1M9%3)*$!+*6!341!56*2973(!*+!7*:;9(3)*$!7%$!&)E1<)(1!;1!61(3%312g!!Le#?#+316!.*)&16!g!! a Ar + c CO 2  + w H2O + n N 2  + o O2  + s SO 2 ! ! ! !!!!N@>ADR!!
'('()&M"$C>$"/+01&0?&/;%&-/0+C;+05%/,+C&G"77&R"$"1C%&
T$!341!*='+91&!;*)&16!561(1$312B!)$+)&36%3)*$!%)6!)(!%((9:12!3*!&1%E!)$3*!341!;*)&16!%3!%!:%((!+&*<!6%31!1M9%&!3*!AU!*+!341!:%((!+&*<!6%31!*+!+&91!8%(>!S41!&1%E%81!%76*((!341!#,[!)(!%((9:12!3*!;1!"U!*+!341!:%((!+&*<!*+!341!+&91!8%(>![*<1F16B!<)34!618%62!3*!341!51671$3%81!*+!341!617)679&%3)*$!(361%:!&1%E)$8B!_iB!34)(!F%&91!:9(3!;1!891((12!%3>!_i!)(!891((12!3*!;1!X>DYU!%$2!<)&&!;1!1=%:)$12!%+316!341!7%&79&%3)*$!3*!(11!)+!)3!)$2112!61(9&3(!)$!%$!#,[!&1%E%81!:%((!+&*<!1M9%&!3*!"U!*+!341!+&91!8%(!+&*<>!L)$%&&'B!P">"U!*+!341!?G@!)(!61:*F12!)$!341!LeVB!%$2!341!6%31!*+!617)679&%3)*$!)(!%((9:12!3*!;1!QCU!*+!341!:*&%6!+&*<!*+!+&91!8%(!%+316!341!LeV>!S41!7*$(3%$3(!8*F16$)$8!341!61%73)*$!%61!34161+*61!341!+*&&*<)$8g!!! THL!O!D>DA!! $!O!WG@!h!J>Q"AP!WH@!h!D>DPXQ!W[@G!O!AJP>A" lbmolO2 !! _i!O!D>DXDY!! n(!!O!D>P""!! -!O!D>QC!! ,!%!?%396%3)*$!561((961!*+!<%316!%3!ADDKL!O!D>PCDC!5()%!! V!%!W)=3961!561((961!1=)3)$8!Le#?!7**&16!O!AY>Q!5()%!! S41!+)F1!1M9%3)*$(!$11212!+*6!341!(3*)74)*:136)7!7*:;9(3)*$!%$%&'()(!NH*!1=71((!*='81$o!*ODRB!7%$!$*<!;1!<6)331$!)$!316:(!*+!341(1!8)F1$!F%&91(g!
!@@!
/g!!!!1= 1 - 1 - LK( )  !c"# $%  c ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>JXR!
[g!!!! 0.8499 + 2 !0.3806 + INF" a  MAr  + c MCO2  + w MH2O  + n MN2  + s MSO2( ) ! 2 !0.0987( )+
1-LK( ) ! 2 !PD # P ! $aa + $cc + $nn + $ss( )  = 2 w
!!! !!!!N@>JPR!
Hg!!!! 0.0127 + ! 2 "0.0171( )  + INF# a  MAr  + c MCO2  + w MH2O  + n MN2  + s MSO2( ) "
2 "3.7619( )  + 2 1 - LK( )  $ n n = 2 n
! ! !!!!N@>YDR!
?g!!!! 0.0034 = 1 - 1 - LK( )  !s"# $%  s ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>YAR!Gg!!!! 0.178 + 0.3806 + 2 ! + INF
"
a  MAr  + c MCO2  + w MH2O  + n MN2  + s MSO2( ) # 2 + 0.0987( )+ 
1 - LK( ) # 2 $cc + 
P




*+ = 2 c + w + 2 s
! ! !!!!N@>Y@R!
#6g!!!!! 0.0358 = 1 - 1 - LK( )  "a#$ %&  a ! ! ! ! ! !! ! !!!!N@>YJR!!f)34g!!!!!a = !c = !n = R1"R #LK   and,  !s = 1"$s( ) #R1" 1"$s( ) #R #LK ! ! !!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!N@>@A!p!@>@JR!
! S41(1!1M9%3)*$(!%61!(*&F12!():9&3%$1*9(&'!)$!:%36)=!+*6:!)$!W)76*(*+3!^=71&!+*6!341!F%6)%;&1(!&B!%B!7B!<B!$B!%$2!(>!S41!F%6)%;&1!&!)(!*+!56)$7)5%&!7*$716$!;17%9(1!)3!21()8$%31(!341!:*&1(!*+!G@!)$!341!*='81$!(955&'!$11212!+*6!%!7*:5&131!;96$>!L*6!341!(3*)74)*:136)7!61%73)*$!%;*F1B!&!<%(!+*9$2!3*!;1!A>AA@">!G6!)$!*3416!<*62(B!+*6!7*:5&131!7*:;9(3)*$B!A>AA@"!:*&1(!*+!G@!:9(3!;1!(955&)12!)$!341!*='81$!(361%:!+*6!1%74!:*&1!*+!7%6;*$!)$!341!7*%&>![*<1F16B!a9(3!%(!)$!%$!%)6I+)612!;*)&16B!%$!*='+91&!;*)&16!61M9)61(!1=71((!*='81$!3*!1$(961!7*:5&131!7*:;9(3)*$>!S4)(!61(9&3(!)$!%!7163%)$!51671$3%81!*+!9$I;96$3!*='81$!)$!341!+&91!8%(>!S4161+*61B!341!+&91!8%(!7*1++)7)1$3B!*B!7%$!$*!&*$816!;1!1&):)$%312!%$2!341!+*&&*<)$8!1&1:1$3%&!61%73)*$!1M9%3)*$(!%61!%55&)7%;&1g!!/g!!!!1= 1 - 1 - LK( )  !c"# $%  c ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!! !!!!N@>YYR!
!@J!
[g!!!! 0.8499 + 2 !0.3806 + INF" a  MAr + c MCO2+ w MH2O + n MN2+ o MO2+ s MSO2( ) !
2 !0.0987( )  + 1 - LK( ) 2 !PD # P $aa  + $cc + $nn + $oo + $ss( )  = 2 w
!!!!!! !!!!N@>YCR!
Hg!!!! 0.0127 + 1.1126 1 + Exoxy( ) ! 2 !0.0171( )  + INF
"
a  MAr + c MCO2+ w MH2O + n MN2 + o MO2 + s MSO2( ) ! 2 !3.7619( )  + 
2 1 - LK( )  #nn = 2 n
!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!N@>Y"R!
?g!!!! 0.0034 = 1 - 1 - LK( )  !s"# $%  s ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!N@>YQR!
Gg!!!! 0.178 + 0.3806 + 2 !1.1126 1 + Exoxy( )  + 
INF
"
a  MAr  + c MCO2  + w MH2O  + n MN2  + o MO2  + s MSO2( ) ! 2 + 0.0987( )  + 
1-LK( ) ! 2 #cc + 
P





2 c + w + 2 o + 2 s
!! ! !!!!N@>YXR!
#6g!!!!1.1126 1 + Exoxy( ) !0.0358 = 1 - 1 - LK( )  "a#$ %&  a ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>YPR!
f)34g!!!!!a = !c = !n = !o = R1"R #LK   and,  !s = 1"$s( ) #R1" 1"$s( ) #R #LK ! ! !!!!!!!N@>@A!p!@>@JR!
S4)(!56*F)21(!()=!1M9%3)*$(!<)34!(1F1$!9$E$*<$(B!(*!*$1!%22)3)*$%&!1M9%3)*$!)(!$11212>!T+!341!G@!:*&1I+6%73)*$!)$!341!+&91!8%(!)(!(517)+)12!%3!J>CUB!<4)74!)(!%!3'5)7%&!F%&91!+*6!%)6I+)6)$8B!341!+*&&*<)$8!1M9%3)*$!4*&2(!3691!%$2!56*F)21(!341!$11212!7&*(961g!!
0.035 = o
a + c + w + n + o + s
  or,  0 = 0.035a + 0.035c + 0.035w + 0.035n - 0.965o + 0.035s !!!!! !!!!N@>CDR!
! ?*&F)$8!341(1!(1F1$!1M9%3)*$(!():9&3%$1*9(&'!)$!^=71&B!%$!1=71((!*='81$!+&*<B!^=*='B!*+!Y>CAU!)(!+*9$2!3*!;1!61M9)612!3*!56*F)21!%!J>CU!:*&I+6%73)*$!*+!G@!)$!341!+&91!8%(>!S41!7*:5&131!61(9&3(!+*6!341!7%&79&%312!+&91!8%(!7*:5*()3)*$!%61!(11$!)$!3%;&1!@>@>A>!!
!@Y!
!"#$%&'('()&G='7*:;9(3)*$!L&91!e%(!/*:5*()3)*$&/*:5*$1$3! :*&`:*&/! :*&I+6%7!!#-! D>AC"C! D>D@XQ!!/G@! J>QCXX! D>"PDD!![@G! A>DJDP! D>AXPJ!!H@! D>JD"P! D>DC"J!!G@! D>APDQ! D>DJCD!!?G@! D>DDJC! D>DDD"!S*3%&! C>YYQJ! A>DDDD!! T$!%22)3)*$!3*!+)$2)$8!341!7*:5*()3)*$!*+!+&91!8%(!)::12)%31&'!%+316!341!;*)&16B!341!61(9&3(!*+!341!:%((!;%&%$71!7%$!;1!9(12!3*!(*&F1!+*6!341!7*:5*()3)*$!*+!341!+&91!8%(!%+316!341!#,[B!%+316!341!LeVB!%$2!*+!341!617)679&%3)*$!(31%:>!.'!(9;(3)393)$8!341!61(9&3(!*+!341!:%((!;%&%$71!;%7E!)$3*!341!*6)8)$%&!1M9%3)*$(!9(12!3*!21F1&*5!341!617)679&%3)*$!61&%3)*$(B!341!+*&&*<)$8!1M9%3)*$(!%61!+*9$2!+*6!341!F%6)*9(!+&91!8%(!(361%:(>!?)$71!%&&!*+!341!)$593(!3*!341(1!1M9%3)*$(!4%F1!;11$!(*&F12!+*6B!341'!%61!1%()&'!(*&F12B!<)34!341!+)$%&!(361%:!7*:5*()3)*$(!;1)$8!(11$!)$!3%;&1!@>@>@>!!
Le#?!#+316!#,[!g!!!!
LK !"a +1( )a Ar + LK !"c +1( )c CO2 +
LK P
D - P
"aa + "cc + "nn + "oo + "ss( )+w#$%
&
'( H2O + LK !"n +1( )n N2 +
LK !"o +1( )o O2+ LK !"s +1( )s SO2
! !!!!N@>CAR!
Le#?!#+316!LeV!g!!!
LK !"a +1( )a Ar + LK !"c +1( )c CO2 +
LK P
D - P
"aa + "cc + "nn + "oo + "ss( )+w#$%
&
'( H2O + LK !"n +1( )n N2+
LK !"o +1( )o O2+ 1 - 0.966( ) ! LK !"s +1( )s SO2
! !!!!N@>C@R!
-17)679&%3)*$!g!!!!aa Ar + !cc CO2 +
P
D - P
!aa  + !cc + !nn + !oo + !ss( )H2O +






  #+316!#,[! #+316!LeV! #+316!V6'16! -17)679&%3)*$!
/*:5>! :*&`!:*&/! :*&I+6%7! :*&`!:*&/! :*&I+6%7! :*&`!:*&/! :*&I+6%7! :*&`!:*&/! :*&I+6%7!!#-! D>A""C! D>D@PD! D>A""C! D>D@PY! D>A""C! D>DJJ@! D>A@YP! D>DJJ@!!/G@! Y>DDDD! D>"PCQ! Y>DDDD! D>QDCC! Y>DDDD! D>QP"Q! J>DDDD! D>QP"Q!![@G! A>DCDC! D>AX@Q! D>PQJJ! D>AQAQ! D>J@Y"! D>D"YQ! D>@YJC! D>D"YQ!!H@! D>J@""! D>DC"X! D>J@""! D>DCQ"! D>J@""! D>D"CA! D>@YCD! D>D"CA!!G@! D>@D@P! D>DJCJ! D>@D@P! D>DJCX! D>@D@P! D>DYDY! D>AC@@! D>DYDY!!?G@! D>DDJC! D>DDD"! D>DDDA! D>DDDD! D>DDDA! D>DDDD! D>DDDA! D>DDDD!S*3%&! C>QCDD! A>DDDD! C>""PC! A>DDDD! C>D@DX! A>DDDD! J>Q"CC! A>DDDD!!!!!
!@"!
!"#$%&'('(A&W*&%6!%$2!W%((!L&*<(!*+!Le#?!%$2!#,[!_1%E%81!?361%:(&
/*:5>! W*&%6!W%((!!!!!!!!!!!!!\&;`:*&]! Le#?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!\:*&`:*&/]! Le#?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!\&;`:*&/]! #,[!_1%E!!!!!!!!!!!!!!\:*&`:*&/]! #,[!_1%E!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!\&;`:*&/]!!#-! JP>PYXD! D>AC"C! ">@CAP! D>DADD! D>YDAA!!/G@! YY>DDPC! J>QCXX! A"C>Y@@P! D>@YA@! AD>"ACA!![@G! AX>DACJ! A>DJDP! AX>CQ@D! D>DAP"! D>JC@"!!H@! @X>DAJY! D>JD"P! X>CPQJ! D>DAPQ! D>CCAQ!!G@! JA>PPXX! D>APDQ! ">AD@@! D>DA@@! D>JPAC!!?G@! "Y>D"JX! D>DDJC! D>@@Y@! D>DDDD! D>DDDY!S*3%&! I! C>YYQJ! @DC>AQDY! D>JD@Q! A@>JA@Y!! !
!mAPH  Leak
!mFGAS











! .18)$$)$8!<)34!341!7*%&!59&F16)d16(B!qW)&&!)(!21+)$12!%(!341!1$168'!(955&)12!3*!341!59&F16)d16(>!?36)73&'!(51%E)$8B!%&&!*+!341!1$168'!(955&)12!3*!341!59&F16)d16(!<)&&!$*3!;1!36%$(+16612!3*!341!7*%&!;'!<%'!*+!41%3B!;93!+*6!341!5965*(1(!*+!34)(!%$%&'()(!)3!)(!%!F%&)2!%((9:53)*$>!#77*62)$8!3*!61(9&3(!+*9$2!9()$8!341!^-/![1%3!-%31!7*21!3*!():9&%31!%!5&%$3c(!(16F)71!5*<16B!341!5*<16!61M9)61:1$3!+*6!341!59&F16)d16(!)(!AD>CX!Ef4`3*$7*%&!\"]>!S4)(!1M9%31(!3*!341!+*&&*<)$8!1M9%3)*$!+*6!qW)&&B!<4161! !mcoal !)(!341!7*%&!+&*<!6%31!)$!&;`46g!!
QMill = PMill = 0.00529 kWhrlbcoal ! !mcoal =18.05
Btu
lbcoal ! !mcoal ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>CCR!
'(A('&B"D+"/+01&T077%7&
S41!(361%:!q-%2!M9%$3)+)1(!341!1$168'!6%2)%312!+6*:!341!;*)&16!3*!341!(966*9$2)$8(>!S41!+*&&*<)$8!61&%3)*$!(517)+)1(!341!F%&91!*+!34)(!6%2)%3)$8!41%3!1$168'B!<)34!341![[Z!*+!,-.!7*%&!;1)$8!XBY@"!.39`&;7*%&B!%(!(11$!)$!3%;&1!@>A>Ag!!
QRad = !0.008 "HHV " !mcoal    or with a HHV of 8,426 Btulbcoal ,    QRad = !67.41
Btu









" C 60 #

























! ! ! ! ! !!!N@>CQR!
,L%$! O!+%$!(4%+3!5*<16B!45!NEfR!E!! O!2):1$()*$&1((!7*:561(();)&)3'!+%73*6>!r,! O!561((961!6)(1!%76*((!341!+%$B!)$>!<%316!NE,%R!!!!!!!!!!!! !m ! O!:%((!+&*<!346*984!+%$B!&;`46!NE8`:)$R!
(! O!+%$!1++)7)1$7'!/! O!7*$(3%$3!*+!"JCY!NA>DD!+*6!?TR!
)! O!21$()3'!*+!8%(!+&*<)$8!346*984!+%$B!&;`+3J!NE8`:JR!
#! O!(517)+)7!41%3!6%3)*!*+!8%(!N75`77R!,A! O!+%$!%;(*&931!)$&13!561((961B!%$'!9$)3!,@! O!+%$!%;(*&931!*93&13!561((961B!%$'!9$)3!
!JD!
G='81$!)(!%((9:12!3*!1$316!341!7*$36*&!F*&9:1!%$2!G@!L%$!%3!QQKL!%$2!AY>Q!5()%B!<4)&1!341!617)679&%3)*$!(361%:!1$316(!%3!ACDKL!%$2!AY>Q!5()%>!S4)(!)$+*6:%3)*$!)(!7*:;)$12!<)34!341!*='81$!%$2!617)679&%3)*$!(361%:!7*:5*()3)*$!+6*:!3%;&1!@>A>@!%$2!3%;&1!@>@>@>!H1=3B!341!-1+56*5!+&9)2!3416:*2'$%:)7!%$2!36%$(5*63!56*5163'!2%3%;%(1!(*+3<%61!\AD]!<%(!9(12!3*!7%&79&%31!(3%31!5*)$3(!*+!341!(361%:(!1$316)$8!341)6!61(5173)F1!+%$(g!!
!"#$%&'(A('&G='81$!p!-17)679&%3)*$!?3%31!,*)$3(!^$316)$8!L%$(&!! -17>!L%$! G@!L%$!75!\.39`&;K-]! D>@AXY! D>@A"@!7F!\.39`&;K-]! D>A"XX! D>ACY@!
# A>@PJQ! A>YD@J!
)!\&;`+3J]! D>DPA"! D>DX@J!!!
',!%76*((!;*34!+%$(!)(!%((9:12!3*!;1!D>J!5()%B!*6!X>JDY!)$!<%316B!<4)&1!+%$!1++)7)1$7)1(!*+!XDU!%61!9(12>!#&34*984!m! !)(!$*3!79661$3&'!E$*<$B!)3!7%$!;1!1=561((12!%(!%!+9$73)*$!*+! !mcoal !9()$8!341!:*&%6!+&*<(!+6*:!3%;&1!@>A>@!%$2!3%;&1!@>@>@g!!
!mO2 = 0.0358 molArmolO2 MAr  + 0.0171
molN2
molO2
MN2  + 1.0000 molO2molO2 MO2 = 33.91
lb
molO2 ! ! !!!!N@>CXR!
L6*:!341!:%((!;%&%$71!61(9&3(!341!+*&&*<)$8!<%(!+*9$2B!61&%3)$8!341!:*&1(!*+!G@!)$!341!*='81$!(361%:!3*!341!:*&1(!*+!7%6;*$!)$!341!7*%&g!!
1.1126 molO2molC ! 1+ 0.0451( ) =1.1628
molO2


















˙ m rec =  0.1249 molArmolC M Ar + 3.0000
molCO2
molC M CO2 + 0.2435
molH2O
molC M H2O + 0.2450
molN 2
molC M N2 +
            0.1522 molO2molC M O2 + 0.0001
molSO2
















PO2 Fan = 5.304 ! 10"4 hplbcoal
hr
# ˙ m coal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>"@R!!
  
 
PRec. Fan = 1.851! 10"3 hplbcoal
hr




QO2 Fan = 1.350 Btulbcoal ! ˙ m coal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>"YR!
  
 





QRec. Fan-LK = !QRe c. Fan "0.0804 = !0.3786 Btulbcoal " ˙ m coal ! ! ! ! !!!!N@>""R!
'(A(I&S%"/&0?&M05#>7/+01&
! #(!561F)*9(&'!:1$3)*$12B!qe1$!)(!%!61561(1$3%3)*$!*+!341!41%3!(955&)12!3*!341!;*)&16!346*984!341!7*:;9(3)*$!*+!7*%&!)$!341!*='81$B!617)679&%3)*$B!%$2!)$+)&36%3)*$!%)6!(361%:(>!qe1$!)(!7%&79&%312!;'!9()$8!341!7*%&c(!4)8416!41%3)$8!F%&91B!*6![[Z>!S41![[Z!)(!21+)$12!%(!341!1$168'!61&1%(12!<41$!%!5*9$2!*+!7*%&!%3!QQKL!)(!7*:;9(312!%$2!341!+&91!8%(1(!%61!7**&12!;%7E!2*<$!3*!QQKL>!T+!341!31:516%3961!*+!1)3416!341!56*2973(!*6!61%73%$3(!)(!$*3!QQKLB!341!1$34%&5)1(!*+!341!)$2)F)29%&!7*:5*$1$3(!:9(3!3*!9(12!3*!%2a9(3!341!%739%&!41%3!61&1%(12!296)$8!341!61%73)*$>!0()$8!341![[Z!)$!34)(!+%(4)*$B!341!1$168'!7*$31$3!*+!341!61%73)$8!7*%&B!*='81$B!617)679&%3)*$B!%$2!)$+)&36%3)*$!%)6B!%(!<1&&!%(!341!1$168'!*+!341!1=4%9(312!+&91!8%(B!)(!%2261((12!;'!341!+*&&*<)$8!+)6(3!&%<!1M9%3)*$g!!!
QGen = !mcoal HHV ! !ni
prod.
" hˆ Tprod.( )! hˆ 77°F( )#$ %& + !ni
react.







qGen = HHV ! !ni
FGAS
" hˆ TFGAS( )! hˆ 77°F( )#$ %& + !ni
Inf.  Air
" hˆ TInf.  Air( )! hˆ 77°F( )#$ %& +
                      !ni
Oxygen
" hˆ TOxygen( )! hˆ 77°F( )#$ %& + !ni
Rec-APH LK
" hˆ TRec-APH LK( )! hˆ 77°F( )#$ %& +
                       cp Dry Coal 1! 'w( ) ( Tcoal ! 77°F( )+ 'whH2O Tcoal ! 77°F( )
!!!!!!N@>"XR!
! f4161B!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !ni ! !O!:*&1!+&*<!N7*:5*$1$3R`&;7*%&!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! hˆ ! !O!7*:5*$1$3!:*&%6!1$34%&5'!! 4! !O!7*:5*$1$3!1$34%&5'!<)34!61(5173!3*!:%((>!! 75!V6'!/*%&!O!75!*+!341!26'!5*63)*$!*+!341!7*%&!O!D>@Y!.39`&;7*%&!! *<! !O!7*%&!:*)(3961!7*$31$3!*$!%!<13!;%()(B!&;[@G`&;<13!7*%&!!
!JJ!
! ?)$71!ST$+>!#)6B!SG='81$B!%$2!S7*%&!%61!%&&!(517)+)12!3*!;1!QQKL!95*$!1$316)$8!341!7*$36*&!F*&9:1B!1M9%3)*$!N@>"XR!612971(!3*!341!+*&&*<)$8g!!
qGen = HHV ! !ni
FGAS
" hˆ TFGAS( )! hˆ 77°F( )#$ %& + !ni
Rec-APH LK
" hˆ TRec-APH LK( )! hˆ 77°F( )#$ %& ! !!!!!N@>"PR!
S*!(*&F1!1M9%3)*$!N@>"PRB!341!2)++161$71(!)$!7*:5*$1$3!:*&%6!1$34%&5)1(!;13<11$!SLe#?!%$2!QQKL!%(!<1&&!%(!S-17I#,[!_i!%$2!QQKL!:9(3!;1!+*9$2!+*6!;*34!341!+&91!8%(!%$2!617)679&%3)*$!(361%:(>!S41!&1+3!5%63!*+!3%;&1!@>J>J!561(1$3(!341!7*:5*$1$3!!hˆ !F%&91(!+*6!341!Le#?!(361%:B!<4)&1!3%;&1!@>J>Y!561(1$3(!341(1!F%&91(!+*6!341!617)679&%3)*$!(361%:>!G$!341!6)843!()21(!*+!;*34!3%;&1(!%61!341!:*&%6!7*:5*$1$3!+&*<!6%31(!516!&;7*%&>!S41(1!+&*<!6%31(!%61!:9&3)5&)12!;'!341!7*:5*$1$3! !hˆ !F%&91(!3*!8)F1!341! !ni!hˆ !7*&9:$>!^M9%3)*$!N@>"PR!7%&&(!+*6!341!(9::%3)*$!*+!%&&!7*:5*$1$3! !ni!hˆ !F%&91(B!<4)74!7%$!$*<!1%()&'!;1!7*:5&1312!;'!(9::)$8!341!6)843:*(3!7*&9:$(!*+!3%;&1!@>J>J!%$2!@>J>Y>!^M9%3)*$!N@>QDR!%$2!N@>QAR!561(1$3!341!61(9&3(!*+!341(1!(9::%3)*$(!+*6!;*34!341!Le#?!%$2!-17I#,[!_i!(361%:(>!-17I#,[!_i!21()8$%31(!341!617)679&%3)*$!(361%:!%+316!5%(()$8!346*984!341!#,[B!<4161!%!51671$3%81!*+!341!+&*<!4%(!&1%E12!%76*((!341!(1%&(>!!
!"#$%&'(A(A&^$34%&5'!V)++161$71!)$!G='7*:;9(3)*$!,6*2973(!;13<11$!JDDKL!%$2!QQKL&
,6*2973(! W!!!!!!!!!!!!\&;`:*&]! hˆ !NQQKLR!\.39`:*&]! hˆ !NJDDKLR!\.39`:*&]! !hˆ !!!!!!!!!!\.39`:*&]! !! Le#?!\:*&`&;7*%&]! !ni!hˆ !!!!!!!!!\.39`&;7*%&]!!#-! JP>PC! @B""J! JBQQ@! ABAAD! !! D>DD"Y! Q>AA!!/G@! YY>DA! PBCQQ! AABQDC! @BA@X! !! D>ACYD! J@Q>"C!![@G! AX>D@! XAJ! @ABCD@! @DB"XP! !! D>DY@@! XQJ>XC!!H@! @X>DA! JBQ@Q! CB@XC! ABCCQ! !! D>DA@"! AP>"D!!G@! J@>DD! JBQJA! CBJ@A! ABCPD! !! D>DDQX! A@>Y@!!?G@! "Y>D"! AABJ"C! AJB"CY! @B@PD! !! D>DDDA! D>JJ!!! !! !! 75!!!!!!!!!!!\.39`&;KL]! 'h!!!!!\.39`&;]! !! !\&;`&;7*%&]! !mi!h !!!!!!!!!\.39`&;7*%&]!#(4! I! I! D>@! YY>"! !! D>D"JA! @>XA!!!!!u!?%396%312!F%5*6!<%(!%((9:12!%3!JDDKLB!?%396%312!&)M9)2!%3!QQKL!
!JY!
!"#$%&'(A(H&^$34%&5'!V)++161$71!)$!-17)679&%3)*$!?361%:!;13<11$!ACDKL!%$2!QQKL&
-1%73%$3(! W!!!!!!!!!!!!\&;`:*&]! hˆ !NQQKLR!\.39`:*&]! hˆ !NACDKLR!\.39`:*&]! !hˆ !!!!!!!!!!\.39`:*&]! !! -17I#,[!_i!\:*&`&;7*%&]! !ni!hˆ !!!!!!!!!!\.39`&;7*%&]!!#-! JP>PC! @B""J! JBD@"! J"J! !! D>DDYC! A>"Y!!/G@! YY>DA! PBCQQ! ADB@YC! ""X! !! D>AAJD! QC>CA!![@G! AX>D@! XAJ! @DB@PY! APBYXA! !! D>DDP@! AQX>Q@!!H@! @X>DA! JBQ@Q! YB@J"! CDP! !! D>DDP@! Y>QD!!G@! J@>DD! JBQJA! YB@Y"! CAC! !! D>DDCQ! @>PC!!?G@! "Y>D"! AABJ"C! A@BDPP! QJY! !! D>DDDD! D>DD!!!!!!u!?%396%312!F%5*6!<%(!%((9:12!%3!ACDKLB!?%396%312!&)M9)2!%3!QQKL!
! !!!! !niFGAS! hˆ TFGAS( )" hˆ 77°F( )#$ %& =1243.78 Btulbcoal ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!N@>QDR!
!ni
Rec-APH LK
! hˆ TRec-APH LK( )" hˆ 77°F( )#$ %& = 263.52 Btulbcoal !! ! ! ! !!!!!N@>QAR&
&! S%;&1!@>A>A!(4*<(!34%3!341![[Z!+*6!,-.!)(!XBY@"!.39`&;7*%&>!S4)(!+)$%&!;)3!*+!)$+*6:%3)*$!7%$!;1!9(12!<)34!1M9%3)*$!N@>QDR!%$2!N@>QAR!3*!(*&F1!N@>"PR!+*6!Me1$B!*6!qe1$!)+!341!1$3)61!1M9%3)*$!)(!:9&3)5&)12!;'!341!7*%&!+&*<!6%31B! !mcoal >!!
 




lbcoal( ) " ˙ m coal = 7445.74 Btulbcoal " ˙ m coal !!!!!!! !!!!!N@>Q@R!
! /*$(16F%3)*$!*+!1$168'!2)73%31(!34%3!341!1$168'!+&*<(!)$3*!341!7*$36*&!F*&9:1!:9(3!;1!1M9%&!)$!:%8$)3921!3*!34*(1!&1%F)$8!341!7*$36*&!F*&9:1g!!
QMill +QO2  Fan +QRec.  Fan +QGen = !QRad !QStream !QRec.  Fan-LK ! ! ! !!!!!N@>QJR!
/*:;)$)$8!341!qL%$!316:(!)$3*!341!&1+3!()21!%$2!(9;(3)393)$8!341!F%&91(!+*9$2!)$!341!(173)*$(!%;*F1g!!
18.05 Btulbcoal !mcoal + 5.680
Btu
lbcoal !mcoal + 7445.74
Btu
lbcoal !mcoal = 67.41
Btu






˙ m coal B!341!7*%&!:%((!+&*<!6%31!)(!+*9$2g!!


























94;)($!"#"!$$,-./#:62#.=5+%#A(2+%#-8(5+00#G(623&3(60$G(:%# -IS#HHR#NS&)b%>Q# ]WBe### ##M64@#$38#A:00#J%(<#N%>b%>JY$,Q# O@Pd#$-H#^+:F:*+#J%(<#N%>b%>JY$,Q# e@Pd#KB#36#JY$,#N1(%C48:5Q# !@[d#JY`#,KB#I+1(9:%#I:&+#NdQ# ce@ed#I+5385)%:&3(6#I:&+#NdQ# "[@Pd### ##EJY$,#$4&+8#S(3%+8#NUJQ# ePP#EJY$,#$4&+8#$-H#NUJQ# !PP#JY`#E+=3&#NUJQ# O![#JY$,#G((%+8#E+=3&#NUJQ# OPP#I+5@#H+:&+8#E+=3&#NUJQ# O[P### ##I+5@#J:6#-()&#N703:Q# O[@P#KB#J:6#-()&#N703:Q# O[@P#M`#J:6#-()&#N703:Q# Oe@P#M0+6&8(735#J:6#.44353+65;#NdQ# ]P@Pd### ##X,&+:1#NS&)b'8Q# CW@""[.fPc#XA3%%#NS&)b%>5(:%Q# O]@P[#XI:2#NS&)b%>5(:%Q# Ce"@WO##
WO#
94;)($!"#"0$$,-./#L#.=5+%#S(3%+8#A(2+%#I+0)%&0$## $,-./# .=5+%# I+%@#d#`344@#G(:%#J%(<#N%>b'8Q# eW!?!W!# eW[?BWB# P@!Pd#X5(:%#NS&)b'8Q# [@WBO.fPc# [@W!".fPc# P@!Pd#X,&+:1#NS&)b'8Q# W@""e.fPc# W@""e.fPc# P@PPd#S(3%+8#.44353+65;#NdQ# ]]@OPd# ]"@][d# P@B[dg### ## ##   -I+5#J:6#NFVQ# ]cP# ]cP# P@PPd#-KB#J:6#NFVQ# B[[# B[[# P@PPd#-M`#J:6#NFVQ# "?P][# "?P][# P@PPd#E(&:%#J:6#-(<+8#NFVQ# ]?B!P# ]B!P# P@PPd#-)%9+83T+8#-(<+8#NFVQ# !?WP[# !?WO[# P@Bcd#$)=@#-(<+8#NFVQ# O[?PPP# O[?PPP# P@PPd#,,#-(<+8#NFVQ# Be?e![# Be?eW[# P@PWd#














˙ E in ! ˙ E out =
dEsys


















˙ m h1 = ˙ W out + ˙ m h2 " " " " " " " """""""""""""""""""""""""""""?B8I@"
J&'**'-0,-0:",%",$"6/)-."%2'%"%2&"6/33/7,-0"2/3.$"6/*
 
˙ W out A""
 













" " " " " """""""""""""""""""""""""""""?B8!@"
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!mg2  ! ##&/&70#6799#%0/D#/%#,79#')*&*+,#&-'#*+&'(4//0'(>#
!mv2  ! ##6799#%0/D#/%#D7&'(#E72/(#*+#,79'/39#9&('76#')*&*+,#&-'#*+&'(4//0'(>#
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!nv2 + !ng1 " !nv1
  or rearranging,  !nv2 =
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!mg1 # # # # # # # # ########QM>`R#
!m" = !mv1 ! !mv2 # # # # # # # # # ########QM>AR#
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
VB Code 
4 Section Dryer 
Coal Moist. 
[% weight dry] 
Distance Along Bed 
`"#




# !mc2!w2 # !ma2
"2
1+"2
























Gain in Air 
[lb/hr] 
Moisture 
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hg1 !Qbed = 0
# # # ########Q!>ZR#
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Inline 4 Ramgen IG 1 
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Change in Fan Power 
Change in Qcoal 
Change in Pulv. Power 
Change in ASU Power 
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!mcoal wet "HHVAR # !mcoal BASE "HHVAR
!mcoal BASE "HHVAR
=
!mcoal wet # !mcoal BASE
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Missing bars designate HI options that are not 












































































































































Missing bars designate HI options that are not 
































































































































Missing bars designate HI options that are not 
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